Soren Kierkegaard, the father of existentialism, was born on May 5, 1813 in the year when the state of Denmark went bankrupt. It was a time of systemic breakdown and fear which led to a period of creativity and fundamental change.

Today we are also facing challenges – this time on a global scale. It may be difficult to see the possibilities in the present. But we should not waste a crisis!

You are hereby invited to a Learning Village, the purpose of which is to bring more awareness into finding new ways to respond to ‘crisis’ and to support each other in creating a sustainable future.

**What potential lies in our crises?**
**What can we learn from the past?**
**What is it like to be a human being in times of change? How can we co-create a future that works for all?**

The Learning Village is an inter-generational gathering where all participants are encouraged to contribute. We call upon leaders, activists, change agents and students from all aspects of life (Politics, Economics, Arts, Education, Media, Spirituality, Health, Science, Ecology). The combined perspectives enrich our collective approach to face the multiple challenges of our time.

Four visionary frontrunners have offered to bring their gifts to the field:

**Barbara Marx Hubbard**  
Educator and author. The Shift. Founder of Agents of Conscious Evolution - USA

**Dr. Ervin Laszlo**  
Musician, scientist and author, Co-founder of The Club of Budapest International - Hungary

**Peter Bastian**  
Renowned musician, physicist, author - Denmark

**Mary-Alice Arthur**  
Story Activist – New Zealand

Gilleleje provides beautiful nature and appears to be a power spot. Kierkegaard came here to regenerate and reflect while walking the Gilbjerg Path along the ocean. It was his favorite place where new visions were born.

Hope to see you there!

Art of Hosting Network, Transition Time and Agents of Conscious Evolution.

For program and payment please go to:

[www.transitiontime.org](http://www.transitiontime.org)